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Abstract—Computational Grids enable the coordinated and aggregated use of geographically distributed resources for solving
large-scale problems in science, engineering, and commerce. Achieving high performance in a grid system requires effective
resource scheduling. The heterogeneous and dynamic nature of the grid, as well as the differing demands of applications
running on the grid makes grid scheduling complicated. Also, the execution cost, besides the completion time, has become the
great concern to the grid users. Many of grid scheduling systems optimize completion time and execution cost separately. In
this paper, a novel scheduling algorithm based on simulated annealing heuristic which considers both the completion time and
execution cost is introduced. The proposed model applies a weighted objective function that takes into account both the
completion time and execution cost of the tasks. The results obtained from our algorithm have been compared with several
algorithms such as random, best of N random and climb search algorithm according to the criteria of completion time and
execution cost. We show that the proposed SA scheduler produces a comparatively better result in the case of both time and
cost optimization.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Computational Grids enable the coordinated and
aggregated use of geographically distributed resources,
often owned by autonomous organizations, for solving
large-scale problems in science, engineering, and
commerce. Grid resources in different geographic places
and by different organizations and are managed under
different policies [1]. Today, increasing the efficiency of
grid is a problem. To increase the efficiency of Grid, a
correct and efficient scheduling is necessary.
Unfortunately, the dynamic nature of Grid resources and
demands of different users, have increased the complexity
of the grid scheduling problem (GSP). The dynamics of
resource's efficiency is due to heterogeneous, share and
the self-determination of Grid resources. The goal of GSP
is optimize the appointment of tasks to resources. Study of
grid scheduling is important because the real world
systems usually are physical or operational distributed and
heterogeneous. Such as air traffic control systems,
astronomy, medicine, biology, military and mobile.
In 2001 Buyya, introduced a framework for economic
grid [4]. In this method, the grid users pay the owners per
resource use. This context motivates the owners to share
their resources. Buyya economic model augment the
importance of economic costs and benefits for resource
owners and users. So those then, most scheduling
algorithms, placed cost and economic benefits in the
Schedule function to satisfy resource users/owners [9]. But

the problem is here that these algorithms apply various
objective functions and policies to improve the completion
time or the execution cost separately.
For improving grid scheduling, heuristics algorithms
inspired by natural rules, have been proposed [2, 5, 9].
These algorithms include genetic algorithms, Simulated
Annealing (SA), Tabu Search, game theory and
combination methods. In [9] proved that SA solution
improved both time and cost better than game theory. The
reason is the limitations of non-participation game theory
algorithm. In [2] showed that the speed of implementation
of SA is more than all the above algorithms. References
[2, 5] apply SA algorithm only for improving completion
time of jobs. Of course, [9] apply SA algorithm to improve
the completion time and execution cost of jobs separately.
Neither of [2, 5, 9] did not provide a method when the
importance (weight) of the cost and time vary for the user.
Another problem is that the above algorithms apply
random mapping tasks to resources in their basic solution.
Because cheapness and fastness are two conflicting
factors, or in other words usually quick resource is
expensive, the scheduler should impose user comments in
appointing jobs to resources. For example, if the user is
concerned about the execution cost of his job, job's tasks
should be appointed on a cheap resource, and if the user is
concerned about the completion time of his job, job's tasks
should be appointed on a quick resource.
The presented Scheduler gives more freedom to user for
applying his concern. Thus the user might 70% worried
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about execution cost and 30% worried about the
completion time of his jobs[10]. We modeled the weight
of time and cost using two numbers (wt, wc). These
weights are between 0 and 1 and their total is 1. These
weights are specified by user and have effect on the
objective function of the Scheduler. Due to be NPcomplete problem in Grid Scheduling, we apply nondeterministic SA algorithm for optimizing our scheduler.
In SA algorithm two factors, time and cost, with their
weights are placed in matching[11]. The initial solution in
SA proposed, is a nearly optimal solution and is not a
random solution. Finally, we compare the proposed
algorithm with three algorithms that one of them randomly
allocated resources and second use the Best of N method
and third use climb search method. The results of this
comparison that shows the efficiency of proposed
algorithm come in Section V.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II
the scheduling of grid computing is discussed. In section
III simulated annealing method is discussed. In section IV
proposed grid scheduling algorithm is introduced. We
make some simulation tests and conclude this studying in
section V and VI.
II.

GRID SCHEDULING

A grid resource management system controls resource
to achieve the goals of a high performance grid system. A
grid scheduler is the part of a grid resource management
system that uses grid system information (GIS) and job
information to produce an assignment of jobs to resources
for a given grid job. The assignment decision is known as
task allocation or task placement, and the assignment itself
is called a schedule. Effective task placement decisions
produce schedules that attempt to minimize execution cost
and completion time of a job.
The grid scheduling problem is the problem of
assigning a set of tasks to a set of machines, or nodes, or
resources. We consider a set of k tasks T = {t1, t2, …, tk}
and a set of N nodes N={h1, h2, …, hn}. The set T
includes the total job to be scheduled, and has been
previously partitioned into k tasks by the user, the
application writer, or another partitioning tool. The
scheduling framework produces some mapping of tasks to
nodes ASSIGNMENT = {(t1, hx),…, (tk, hy)}. Each of
the k elements in ASSIGNMENT maps each unique task
in T to any node in N, so multiple tasks can be assigned to
the same node (see Figure 3).
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Figure 1. scheduling is Assigning a set of tasks to resources

III.

SIMULATED ANNEALING

SA is an iterative search method inspired by the
annealing of metals. The process can be described as
follows. Firstly, a solid is heated from a high temperature
and then cooled slowly so that the system at any time is
approximately in thermodynamic equilibrium. At
equilibrium, there may be many configurations with each
one corresponding to a specific energy level. The chance
of accepting a change from the current configuration to a
new configuration is related to the difference in energy
between the two states. Kirkpatrick et al. were the first to
introduce SA to optimization problems in 1983 [6]. Since
then, SA has been widely used in combinatorial
optimization problems and has achieved good results on a
variety of problem instances. The key objective of this
paper is to find an effective assignment of user's tasks on
resources that satisfies his concern about cost and time.
Suppose Fc and Fn are current and new solution's merit.
If Fn<Fc then the new solution will replace the current
solution, otherwise the new solution will replace the
current solution with probability Exp(-(Fn-Fc)/T). In this
probability, T is the temperature of algorithm. Therefore
possibility acceptance of a worse solution is related to T,
Therefore possibility acceptance of a worse solution is
above when T is high and less when T is low. The reason
of accepting worse solution is escape from local maximum
and minimum. Due to the gradual reduction of
temperature and acceptance of better solutions in lower
temperatures, the algorithm will converge toward the best
solution [6].
In any temperature, the best configuration so far seen
and its merit are reserved. If Fn<Fb then the new solution
is accepted as the best solution. With gradual decrease of
temperature, new solutions may be achieved until further
improvement is not possible. Finally, the best solution is
the SA algorithm output.
IV.

PROPOSED MODEL

In this section a new Scheduler for grid tasks with
optimizing time and cost based on weights specified by
the user, has been proposed. We apply SA algorithm for
the optimization.
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A. Objective function for new scheduler
As we say above some of the users concerned and
worried about the cost and some other worried about the
time. Therefore, in the proposed method, the user can
determine weights for the time and cost (Wt, Wc) when
he/she submitting a job. These two weights are in the
range of [0,1] and their total is 1. For example, if for one
job Wc=0.7 means that the user is 70% worried about the
financial cost of implementation and 30% worried about
the completion time of his job. So the scheduler must find
resources for implementing his/her tasks that he/she has
70% improvement in cost and 30% improvement in time.
Usually more users concerned about the cost of executing
their jobs.
Schedulers almost use Performance Fitness Function
(PFF). Scheduler by using PFF can determine the merit of
different resources for execution a certain task. We use a
weighted and two-variable function for this purpose. Our
proposed function consists of two parameters; time and
cost. In this function the weight of completion time and
the weight of execution cost (Wt, Wc) are take into
account. We note that the time and cost are not of a same
gender and range. To solve this problem we take them in
range [0,1], in other words we normalize time and cost.
The proposed objective function is:
t -t
c -c
PFF (ti , r j ) = wti ´ i , j min + wci ´ i , j min
(1)
t -t
c -c
max

min

max

min

This function determines the merit of resource j for
executing task i. As we see in the above function,
normalized time and normalized cost are multiplied in
their weights. In this function tmax and tmin are the
maximum and minimum completion time of the task on
appropriate resources. These two values are estimated
values that produced from GIS and task information.
Appropriate resources for a task are described in Section
IV-C. Cmax and Cmin are the maximum and minimum
execution cost of the task on appropriate resources. These
two values are estimated values that produced from GIS
and task information. ti,j and Ci,j are completion time and
execution cost of task i on resource j.
Should be noted that the weight coefficients, determined
by the user during job specification. These weights are
causing the users more freedom to introduce their jobs to
the grid. The goal of the scheduler is to find a resource y
for each task x so that PFF(tx,ry) be Minimum. The
method of finding the resource is discussed in following
section.

B. Prove efficiency of PFF
Let's presume for task Tk resource Rb is the best
resource In this case,
"i (((c b £ c i ) Ù (t b £ t i )) Ú
((c b £ c i ) Ù (t b ³ t i ) Ù (w c ³ w t )) Ú
((c b ³ c i ) Ù (t b £ t i ) Ù (w c £ w t )))

(2)

Related to the above wc and wt are the weights of cost
and time for task Tk, cb and tb are execution cost and
completion time for task Tk on the best resource i.e. Rb. ci
and ti are execution cost and completion time for task Tk
on other resources. Now let's presume,
$ j ( PFF ( R j ,TK ) < PFF ( Rb ,Tk ))

(3)

in this case
wc

c j - c min
c max - c min

t j - t min

+wt

< wc

t max - t min

c j - c min - c b + c min

Þ wc

c max - c min

c j - cb

Þwc

Þwc

c j - cb

c max - c min
wc

c max - c min

+ wt

t b - t min
t max - t min

t b - t min - t j + t min

< wt

t max - t min

tb - t j

<wt

c max - c min

c b - c min

t max - t min

+w t

t j - tb

t max - t min

<0
(4)

wt

> 0 , one of the
c max - c min
t max - t min
following cases must be established to justify the above
equation.
since

·

> 0 and

First case:

(c b > c j ) Ù (t b > t j )

(5)

but this relationship is in contradiction with the
presumption of the problem, so this case is not acceptable.
·

Second case:

(c b < c j ) Ù (t b > t j ) Ù

wt

t j - tb
t max - t min
wt

t max - t min

> wc

t j - tb >

c j - cb
c max - c min
wc
c max - c min

c j - cb

(6)

this relationship must be true for different values of cb, cj,
tb and tj even in the worst case:

c j = c max
c b = c min
t j - tb = e

(7)

but in this case

wt

e
t max - t min

>wc

(8)

e

< 1 so wt> wc. This means
t max - t min
that in second case the conclusion is:
As we know
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(c b < c j ) Ù (t b > t j ) Ù (w c < w t )

(9)

but this relationship is in contradiction with the
presumption of the problem, so this case is not acceptable
too.
·

Third case:

(c b > c j ) Ù (t b < t j ) Ù

wc

c j - cb
c max - c min
wc

t j - tb

> wt

t max - t min

c j - cb >

wt

t j - tb
(10)
c max - c min
t max - t min
this relationship must be true for different values of cb, cj,
tb and tj even in the worst case:
t j = t max
t b = t min
c j - cb = e

(11)

but in this case

wc

e
c max - c min

>wt

(12)

e

< 1 so wc> wt. This means
c max - c min
that in second case the conclusion is:
As we know

(c b > c j ) Ù (t b < t j ) Ù (w c > w t )

(13)

since this relationship is in contradiction with the
presumption of the problem, this case is not acceptable
too.
So, all cases of the rule accuracy are contradicted with
the presumption of the problem, so the rule is wrong. This
means that there is no resource that its PFF is lower than
the best resource i.e. Rb. In other words, the best resource
has the minimum PFF.

C. Proposrd Scheduler
The first action performed by scheduler for scheduling
tasks in grid is determining the appropriate collection of
resources for implementing of each task. Resources those
are suitable for performing task should have these
conditions:
· They must have suitable Operating System and
Architectural Requirements for implementing the
task.
· Estimated cost of implementing the task must be
lower than the cost that the user specified for
performing the task.
· The user has license to use the resource.
After determine the appropriate collection of resources
for implementing of each task, the scheduler must select
the best resource of this collection. The best resource is the
resource that it's PFF, equation (1), is Minimum.

9

Appropriate resources in the collection may be one of the
following two modes, each of which cases shall apply the
different scheduling policies. These policies are described
below.
A: All processors of suitable resources for performing
the task are busy. In this case the scheduler put the task in
the end of the waiting queue of the best suitable resource.
Then SA algorithm will be called to exchange tasks in the
waiting queue of different resources. In this manner the
best scheduling is yield. Proposed SA is described in
section IV-D.
B: some of the processors of the appropriate resources
are idle. In this case, at first, the scheduler will assign the
tasks that are in the waiting queue of the resources of idle
processors (if any). This operation continues until waiting
queue of a resource is not empty and idle processor is
available. If processors are idle on some appropriate
resources (empty waiting queue of resources), the
scheduler will assign the task on the best idle resource.
Otherwise, the scheduler will put the task at the end of
waiting queue of suitable resource. Then SA algorithm
will be called to exchange tasks in the waiting queue of
different resources. In this manner the best scheduling is
yield.
If one of the resources completing the execution of a
task, the processor was appointed to the task is released.
The scheduler assigns the released processor to the first
task of the waiting queue of the resource. In this case after
completion of each task, a new task, if any, will be
assigned, and due to the fact that the proposed SA
algorithm balance the waiting queue of the resources, we
don't concern about an empty waiting queue in one
resource and a busy waiting queue in the other. In fact,
using SA, we reduce completion time and execution cost
of tasks and increase resources utilization simultaneously.

D. Proposed SA
For improving completion time and execution cost of
tasks in grid, novel SA is presented in this section. This
algorithm shown in figures (3) and (4) and also the process
of execution of this algorithm discussed in section IV-D-1.
In this algorithm the time and cost have different
weights. Each configuration in the SA equivalent
resources mapping to tasks, that indeed the solution of the
scheduling problem. In each of the three solutions current,
new and best, two merits one for time and one for cost will
be considered. SA algorithm goal is to reduce the total cost
merit and time merit of scheduling. Of course, these two
merits multiplied with the average of time and cost
weights of tasks.
As shown in Figure (2), time merit in each solution is
the maximum active time of resources in the solution.
Active time of each resource is the total of completion
time of available tasks in the waiting queue of that
resource. Completion time of a task is the total run time
and the time consumed for scheduling tasks on the
resource.
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Figure 2. Time merit of different solutions on SA

Cost merit in each solution is the total cost of executing
tasks on the waiting queue of the resource. General merit
in each solution is a combination of cost merit and time
merit of that solution. But it can't be easily determined,
because normalization of time and cost is complex
process.
For solve time and cost normalization problem in the
SA, we directly calculate ∆Merit_cur and ∆Merit_bst.
∆Merit_cur is the difference between new and current
solution merit. ∆Merit_bst is the difference between new
and best solution merit. As shown in Figure (4) in the
calculation of these two values, the mean weight of
completion time, avg(wt), and the mean weight of
execution cost, avg(wc), multiplied with the normalized
difference merit of time and cost. We use these two
values, ∆Merit_cur and ∆Merit_bst, to accept or reject the
new solution as the current solution or the best solution.
AlgorithmSimulated_Annealing(S0 , Tmax , Tmin , k);
Begin

T = Tmax ; // initial temperature
CurS = S0 ; // initial solution
BstS = CurS; //BstSis the best solution seen so far
T_Mrt_cur = TimeMerit(CurS); //time merit of current solution
C_Mrt_cur = CostMerit(CurS); //cost merit of current solution
T_Mrt_bst = TimeMerit(BstS); //time merit of best solution
C_Mrt_bst = CostMerit(BstS); //cost merit of best solution
Repeat
Call Metropolis (CurS, T_Mrt_cur, C_Mrt_cur,
BstS, T_mrt_bst, C_mrt_bst, T, k);
T = α ´ T // a is cool rate
Until (T > Tmin ); // Tmin is final temperature
Return ( BestS);
End.
Figure 3. Simulated annealing algorithm

Algorithm Metropolis (CurS,T_Mrt_cur, C_Mrt_cur,
BstS , T _ Mrt _ bst , C _ Mrt _ bst , T , k );
Begin
Repeat
NewS = Neighbor (CurS); // new solution
T_Mrt_new = TimeMerit (NewS); //time merit of new solution
C_Mrt_new = CostMerit (NewS); //cost merit of new solution
T_Mrt_new - T_Mrt_cur
ΔMerit_cur = avg(w t ) ´
+
Max(T_Mrt_new,T_Mrt_cur)
C_Mrt_new - C_Mrt_cur
avg(w c ) ´
Max(C_Mrt_new,C_Mrt_cur)
T_Mrt_new -T_Mrt_bst
+
ΔMerit_bst = avg(w t ) ´
Max(T_Mrt_new,T_Mrt_bst)
C_Mrt_new - C_Mrt_bst
avg(w c ) ´
Max(C_Mrt_new,C_Mrt_bst)
If (ΔMerit_cur > 0) then
CurS = NewS;
T_Mrt_cur = T_Mrt_new;
C_Mrt_cur = C_Mrt_new;
If (ΔMerit_bst > 0) then
BstS = NewS;
T_Mrt_bst = T_Mrt_new;
C_Mrt_bst = C_Mrt_new;
End if;
-

ΔMerit_cur

Else if (Random < e T
) then
CurS = NewS;
T_Mrt_cur = T_Mrt_new;
C_Mrt_cur = C_Mrt_new;
End if;
k = k - 1; // k is the amount time for which annealing …
Until (k = 0); // must be applied at temperature T.
End. //of Metropolis
Figure 4. Metropolis algorithm

E. The process of SA algorithm
Should be noted that the proposed SA algorithm,
exchange the tasks in waiting queues of different resources
to achieve an optimal Schedule. This algorithm works as
the following:
Step 1: At first, we have a nearly optimal solution. In
this solution each task is within the waiting queue of the
best appropriate resource. Best resource is the resource
which has minimum PFF (equation (1)).
Step 2: The algorithm begins from Tmax temperature.
Step 3: The current solution is considered as the best
solution.
Step 4: Time and cost merit for the current solution and
best solution is calculated.
Step 5: The new solution is created as follow. Method:
Neighbor(CurS)
Step 5-1: two resources are selected in the current
solution arbitrary.
Step 5-2: if waiting queue of first resource is not empty,
one task from the waiting queue of the first resource is
deleted randomly. This task may be in any place in the
queue.
Step 5-3: deleted task is added to the end of waiting
queue of second resource.
Step 6: Time and cost merit of new solution is
calculated.
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V.

EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section the results of applying the proposed
algorithm for scheduling independent tasks on a
computational grid network is presented. Since the
objective function of a proposed scheduler is a twovariable weighted function, the results of the proposed
scheduler compared with the results of three schedulers in
terms of both time and cost. First Scheduler randomly
assigned resources (Rand). Second scheduler is The Best
of n Random scheduler randomly generates n schedules
and then returns the one with the highest benefit value.
Third scheduler use climb search algorithm for
optimization. Figures (5) to (8) show that proposed SA
scheduler is better than other three schedulers in
optimization time and cost. Since our method is nondeterministic, results of each run can be somewhat
different with the previous run, to ensure the results all
schedulers are run at least 30 times, we consider the
average performance results of these runs. Standard
Deviation of different runs is 7.4%.
In time optimization the aim is to minimize the time
between the submission of the application and its return.
Each task should be scheduled first and then be executed.
The scheduling algorithms try to minimize the duration of
the execution time but at the cost of increasing the
duration of the scheduling time. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of this tradeoff we consider the completion
time which is the sum of the scheduling time and
execution time.

Figure (5) and (6) show the difference between
schedulers in terms of total time. Figure (5) shows the
effect of task size on the total time of scheduling. As in
Figure (5), when the size of tasks is low scheduler (1)
works out better.
Rand

BestN

Climb

SA

10000000
Total time

Step 7: ∆Merit_cur is calculated. This value
is
the difference between the new solution and current
solution merit.
Step 8: If ∆Merit_cur is positive, means the new
solution is better than the current solution, so the new
solution replaces the current solution.
Step 9: ∆Merit_bst is calculated. This value is the
difference between the new solution and best solution
merit.
Step 10: If ∆Merit_bst is positive, means the new
solution is better than the best solution, so the new
solution replaces the best solution.
Step 11: To escape the relative optimal solutions, if
∆Merit_cur is not positive, we replace the new solution
with the current solution with chance Exp((∆Merit_cur/T)). This chance has direct relationship with
current temperature. This means in lower temperature,
new solutions that are not optimal are accepted by lower
chance. In SA the temperature gradually decreases.
Step 12: Steps 5 to 11, are repeat K times.
Step 13: Temperature multiplied with iciness rate and
new temperature is produced.
Step 14: Steps 5 to 13 are repeated until Tmin
temperature.
Step 15: The best solution is the algorithm output.
Step 16: End of algorithm.
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SA
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Task size

Figure 5. The effect of task's size on total time of scheduling

Because time consumed for scheduling the low-size
task in schedulers (2), (3) and (4) is more than theirs
execution time, and since the time consumed for
Scheduler (1) is very small, this scheduler works better for
low-size tasks. But with increasing the task size,
schedulers (2), (3) and (4) will have better performance.
The above results due to, the scheduling time of scheduler
(4) is more than the scheduler (3) and scheduler (3) more
than schedule (2) and scheduler (2) more than schedule
(1). Accordingly, when the task size is large, the proposed
scheduler (scheduler (4)) produces the shortest total time.
Usually grid task sizes are large.
Figure (6) shows how the time of the result schedule
varies with the number of processors available in the Grid.
It shows that when the number of processors is less than
the number of tasks, scheduler (4) outperforming the other
schedulers in terms of time. If the number of processors is
greater than the number of tasks in grid, the performance
of schedulers (2), (3) and (4) is almost same in terms of
time. The reason is that by increasing the number of
processors available in grid, the waiting queue of these
processors is almost empty. If waiting queue is empty, SA
has no improvement in the total time of the schedule.
Therefore the performance of schedulers (2), (3) and (4) is
similar. In grid the number of processors is limited and
their number is less than the number of tasks.
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and (4) is similar. In grid the number of processors is
limited and their number is less than the number of tasks.
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Figure 6. The effect of number of processors on total time of
scheduling

Cost optimization aims to minimize the expected cost of
the application. The expected cost is defined as the sum of
the price per unit time multiplied by the expected
execution time. The total cost of the scheduling is the sum
of expected cost of the applications. Therefore the goal is
minimizing the total time.
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Figure 7. The effect of task's size on total cost of scheduling

Figure (7) and (8) show the difference between
schedulers in terms of total cost. Figure (7) shows the
effect of task size on the total time of scheduling.
As shown in Figure (7) schedule (4) outperforming the
other schedulers in any size of tasks. This is because in
calculating the cost of tasks, only the execution time is
important and time consuming for Schedule is not
considered. As scheduler (4) reduces the execution time of
tasks, it also reduces the cost of tasks.
Figure (8) shows how the cost of the result schedule
varies with the number of processors available in the Grid.
It shows that when the number of processors is less than
the number of tasks, scheduler (4) outperforming the other
schedulers in terms of cost. But if the number of
processors is greater than the number of tasks in grid, the
performance of schedulers (2), (3) and (4) is almost same
in terms of cost. The reason is that by increasing the
number of processors available in grid, the waiting queue
of these processors is almost empty. If waiting queue is
empty, SA has no improvement in the total time of the
schedule. Therefore the performance of schedulers (2), (3)

5000
0

Total number of resources to tasks

Total cost

BestN

Total number of resources to tasks

Figure 8. The effect of number of processors on total cost of
scheduling

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we offer an algorithm for scheduling
independent tasks in the computational grid. The proposed
algorithm gives more freedom to user for applying his
concerns about the importance of time and cost. We
proposed a weighted objective function for the scheduler
to consider the importance of time and cost. Both
completion time and execution cost of tasks are considered
simultaneously. The goal of this scheduler is minimizing
the output of objective function for different tasks of users.
For improving the tasks that are currently in waiting queue
of different resources, we apply simulated annealing
algorithm. As the objective function, in using this
algorithm time and cost weights are considered.
To prove the proposed algorithm we compare it with the
results of three schedulers (Random, Best of N random
and Climb search) in terms of both time and cost. We
show that if the number of resources is limited and the size
of tasks is high, the reality is such, the proposed scheduler
outperforming the other compared schedulers in reducing
total cost and time. This scheduler can be extended for
scheduling dependent tasks in the future. Also, in
calculating the cost, network costs can be brought to
account.
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